
 New Mariner Luggage by:

New logo too!

Now available from
MarKat, 34 Kings Road, Sherborne, Dorset, DT9 4HU

Tel. /fax + 44 [0] 1935 815424
Or Marcus@MarKat.co.uk or see us at www.MarKat.co.uk

All STAHLSAC products come with a lifetime guarantee.

Bahama Bricks

Always include these handy organizers with your travel luggage.
Coulor coded so you can find items easily, you can organize all of
your gear or clothes, and keep them together while you travel.
4 sizes make sure you will have the right combination for you gear.
M566-B Bahama Brick – Small = 10” x 7” x 2” £8.00
M567-B Bahama Brick – Med. = 14” x 10” x 2” £8.50
M568-B Bahama Brick – Large = 19” x 14” x 2” £11.00
M569-B Bahama Brick – XL = 24” x 16” x 2” £13.00



Calypso Carry-on

A wonderful bag; add it to either of our wheeled systems.
Loads of organization and style too.
17” x 13” x 10” = 2574 cu. inches
M504-B Calypso Carry-on £134.00

Captain’s Briefcase

The ideal companion to any excursion.
Organized for documents, passports, tickets and palm pilots.
Whether travel is for business or pleasure.
The Captain’s Briefcase will organize your day like no other!
Also add it to our wheeled systems.
16” x 11” x 6” = 1726 Cu. inches
M512-B Captain’s Briefcase £89.00



Cayman Cargo Bag

This cargo sets the standard for size and organization.
Expedition quality duffel.
Great for those who require size and pack ability.
26” x 14” x 12” = 5896 cu. inches
M501-B Cayman Cargo Bag £108.00

Cozumel Cruiser Duffel

Extra large capacity in a versatile design.
Travels as a wheeled bag, a duffel bag and can even
convert into a backpack.
Perfect when you require lots of space in one bag!
25” x 16” x 15” = 6450 cu. inches
M509-B Cozumel Cruiser Duffel £230.00



Trinidad Travel Duffels

3 convenient sizes in a classic duffel design.
Built tough to handle any adventure.
Choose your size with these fabulous time tested duffels.
M554-B Small Trinidad Travel Duffel 11” x 23” x 11” =2024 cu. inc. £54.00
M555-B Med. Trinidad Travel Duffel  13” x 30” x 15” = 5832 cu. inc. £64.00
M556-B Large Trinidad Travel Duffel 15” x 34” x 17” = 8460 cu. inc.£72.00

Windward Wet / Dry Duffel

When your vacation takes you towards water, you’ll have the
confidence to take wet items home with our versatile wet/dry duffel.
Great capacity and convenience molded into attractive and portable
duffel. Note: The photo is showing booth sides of the Windward Wet / Dry Duffel.

26” x 11” x 14” = 4378 cu. inches
W207-B Wet / Dry Duffel £99.00

        



From the STAHLSAC broacher 2002

   Every Adventure holds a surprise!
   Mariner Luggage

Are you planning a tropical adventure?
Going on an ocean cruise?

Taking the kids on a whitewater adventure?
Yes!

You’re going to love how STAHLSAC will make your trip better!

For over 18 years, STAHLSAC has been designing and manufacturing
expedition quality systems for the most demanding
sport on earth scuba diving.
What other outdoor recreation requires more from essential
equipment?
The luggage that we manufacture has stood the test of time.  Sun,
salt water, baggage handlers and has travelers have been challenging
our designs and we know what you need to survive your next
adventure!

What we offer are the highest quality expedition-grade luggage, hand
crafted into beautiful working items the will simply make your life
easier.
We back up your investment in our products with a lifetime guarantee

We truly believe the “every adventure should have a surprise.”
Our belief is that is shouldn’t be ragged out, non-functional luggage.
So the next time your compass steers you out of homeport, take along
the luggage of choice – STAHLSAC – designed for expeditions but
made for you.



All STAHLSAC products feature quality fabrics, material, and
construction.  Our mission statement to you is quite simply.
“To provide the best made, most well designed adventure travel
luggage for people seeking the ultimate fun in and around the water!”

Because we are the manufacturer… We can provide you with quality
products that have been designed with value as their guide.
STAHLSAC Mariner luggage pieces feature:

1050 Denier Tur-Ballistics Nylon fabric
Y.K.K. zippers and pulls
Extra reinforcement on all stress points

All STAHLSAC products come with a lifetime guarantee.
If you are ever dissatisfied with one of our products,

Please return it to us.

www.STAHLSAC.com


